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Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
State Level Achievement Survey  2014 – 15 

Term – II (Question- 5) 
STD:VIII        Total Marks:60 

Subject:English       Time:2.30 hrs 

1. Pick out the correct verb form of the underlined word 
Please, pass the salt 

               a)Intransitive verb   b) modal verb   c)Transitive         d) be verb 
2.    Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 

              She was sick _________  she went for work. 
 a)but     b) so      c) As     d) when 
       3.    Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
 School, teacher, conductor, headmaster 
 a)school   b)teacher   c) conductor   d) headmaster 
       4.    ____________    ran to get help from the village. 
 a) Radha   b) Saruli   c) Lalsing   d) Jaman 
       5.    Find out the suitable synonym of the word   ‘Futile’ 
 a) attractive     b) danger     c)change     d) useless 
       6.    Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “Technology”. 
 a)one     b)two    c) three  d) Four 
       7.    Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 Pangolin admire intricate  burrows.  

a) Complicated    b) easy   c) different   d) normal 
       8.    Where was Lakshmi bai born? 
 a) Meerut   b) Bengal   c) Benaras   d) Rajastan 
       9.     Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 
                He is weak 
                a) ‘Be’ verb     b) modal verb     c) Transitive  verb     d)none 
     10.     Which of the following does not take the suffix “ment” 
                a) Treat     b) Settle    c) Future    d) Agree 
     11.     Find out the verb in the given sentence 
  They draw a picture beautifully 
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a) They   b) draw    c) picture   d) beautifully 
Fast movable cell phone company in the year  2013-14 

 
 

12.     What is the pie chart about? 
            a) furniture    b) cellphone    c)motor cars    d) none 
13.      Which company sells 85% of cellphone? 
           a) Nokia    b) Karbon     c)Aircel    d) Samsung 
14.     which cellphone company sells 40% of its production? 
   a) Sony Ericson    b) Samsung    c) Aircel    d) Nokia 

                           
15.    Is there any leaf on the tree  
          Say  yes  or no? 

Samsung, 85%

Nokia, 70%Karbon, 20%

Aircel, 40%

SonyEricson, 80%

Sales

Samsung
Nokia
Karbon
Aircel
SonyEricson
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16.     The tree cries for what? 
           a) cutting trees   b) plant    c) drinking   d) none 
17.     We have to plant trees to save ________ 
           a) the Earth    b) the satellite   c) sky    d) none 
18.     Who wrote the “ Book of Indian Birds”? 
          a) Paul Laurence Dunbar   b) Dr.salim Ali    c) the chinese     d) none 

        19.    Fill in the blanks with suitable conjuction.  
                   _________ the  news spread across the central and the northern India,thousands of  
                   Soldiers turned against their Bristish officers 

a)otherwise    b) though   c) as    d) eventhough 
         20.    Fill in the blanks with suitable subordinate clause. 
                   I am afraid  of snakes  __________ 

a) When it is dangerous   b) because it is dangerous    c) unless it is dangerous 
                   d) none 
          21.   Fill the correct form of reported verb 
     The teacher  ____________  that honesty  is the best policy. 

a) Said   b) told    c) requested   d) ordered 
 

          22.     When reporting commands/request the verb takes the form of an infinitive 
      The teacher ordered the boys ____________ that place. 
       a)leaving   b) to leave   c) live    d) leave 

           23.     How was Lakshmi Bai called? 
       a) Chhabili   b) Shabili   c) Chabi   d)none 

           24.     Fill in the blanks with the name of the voice 
                      Birds fly swiftly in the sky _________ 
           25.     Identify the number of syllables  in the word ‘unhappiness’ 
                     a) one     b) Two     c) three     d) Four 
           26.     Choose the correct suffix for the word  ’communicate’ 
                     a) tion    b) ssion    c) cian    d) none 
           27.     Choose the oppsite of the word given:smoothen 
                      a) soft    b) pleasant    c) roughen     d) harsh 
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           28.     Find out the meaning of the given word: pursues 
                      a) to continue  b) to close   c) to learn    d) none 
           29.     Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
               A                    B                C          D                   
         Matter?      /       is      /      the   /what 
         a)    DBCA     b)   ABCD     c)   DCBA     d)  BDCA   
           30.      The expansion of ‘CM’ is 

        a) Chief Minister  b) Critical Minister  c) care minister   d)none 
           31.      He hears the last voice at night 
                       The patroling  cars 
         The meaning of the word ‘patrolling’ is 

a) Convesting   b) preventing   c) guarding   d) ignoring 
           32.     Complete the simile with the name of animal 
         As meek as ______ 

a) Pig   b) Lamb   c) Dog    d) Goat 
           33.      Fill in the blanks with suitable article 
         He is ____________  boy 

a) An     b) a     c) the    d) none 
           34.      Fill in the blanks with suitable infinitive 
         I want __________ home. 

a) To go    b) to sing   c) to play   d) to write 
           35.      Find out the adverb in the sentence 
         They played wonderfully last night 

a) They    b) played   c) wonderfully    d) last night 
           36.      Find out the preposition in the sentence given below 
         On November 19,1853 a colourful ceremony was held. 

a)  Was    b) on    c) held    d) colourful 
           37.     Pick out the correct sentence 
        a) I has gone there  b) I have gone there  c) I have go there    d) I have went there 
           38.     The story of Jhansi Rani is about ___________ 
         a) a kingdom   b) a brave queen   c) king    d) Woman 
           39.     The Tiger is a magnificent creature.  It is our national symbol 
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        Which is our national symbol  mentioned here? 
         a)The Lion    b) The tiger   c) The Peacock    d) The Dove 
            40.     He ate  an egg yesterday. 
         Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

a) Modal    b) article    c)Infinitive    d) Gerund the 
            41.     The function ___________ presided over by the priniciple 
         a) is   b) am    c) are    d) were 
            42.     Which of the words given below can be placed after word ‘break’ to form a compound word 
         a) fast   b) first    c) day    d) ball 
 
            43.     Find out the opposite of the word: charm 
         a) ugliness    b) magic   c) beauty   d) elegance 
            44.     Which of the following word takes the prefix ’em’ 
                       a) moral    b)  polite  c)  power   d)  legal 
            45.     Find out the opposite of the word:  Dark  ______ 
            46.     Translate the following words in Tamil:  sanctuary 
            47.     Write two sentences about  “Teacher’s Day” 
            48.     Speaking skill 
                       Speak four sentences about “ Mahatma Gandhi” 
             49.    Read aloud: 
                       Any Paragraph. 
             50.    Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the           
                       Questions asked   by the teacher. 
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Answer Key II –Term   (Question – 5) 
 
1)Transitive verb   2) But   3) Conductor   4)Radha  5)  Useless  6) Four  7) Complicated   8)Benaras  
9)’Be’ verb   10)Future    11) Draw   12) Cellphone    13) Samsung   14) Aircel   15)NO   16)Cutting  
17)The Earth   18)Dr.Sallim Ali  19)As  20)Because it is dangerous  21)Said  22)To Leave  23)Chhabili   
24) Active voice  25)Four   26)Tion  27) Roughen  28) To  Continue  29)DBCA  30)Chief Minister  
31)Guarding  32)Lamb  33)A  34)To Go  35)Wonderfuly  36) On   37)I have gone there  38)a brave queen  
39)The Tiger   40)Article   41)Is   42)Fast   43)ugliness    44)Power  45)Bright   46)�காதார� 
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